Magnetotactic Bacteria

Abstract. Bacteria with motility directed by the local geomagnetic field have been observed in marine sediments. These magnetotactic microorganisms possess flagella and contain novel structured particles, rich in iron, within intracytoplasmic membrane vesicles. Conceivably these particles impart to cells a magnetic moment. This could explain the observed migration of these organisms in fields as weak as 0.5 gauss.

Few studies have unequivocally revealed effects of the earth's magnetic field on living organisms, although recent work indicates that birds (1) and elasmobranchs (2) detect and may use geomagnetism as a cue for orientation. I now describe a bacterial tactic response to magnetic fields, a phenomenon for which the term magnetotaxis is appropriate.

During attempts to isolate *Spirochaeta plicatilis* from marine marsh muds (3), I observed microorganisms which rapidly migrated (4) toward one side of drops of the mud transferred to microscope slides (Fig. 1). I presumed this to be a phototactic response toward light from a northwest laboratory window. It became apparent, however, that light was not the stimulus directing the migration of these organisms as cells aggregated at the same side of mud drops regardless of the distribution of light on the slides, as well as in the dark. The direction in which these organisms moved immediately changed when small magnets were moved about in the vicinity of the microscope preparations. This suggested that geomagnetism was the stimulus for the behavior of the cells. It was experimentally confirmed that the migration of the bacteria was, indeed, directed by the earth’s magnetic field (5).

Magnetotactic organisms were present in surface sediments collected from salt marshes of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and in surface layers of sedimentary cores collected from a depth of 15 m in Buzzards Bay. Population densities in these environments ranged from 200 to 1000 cells per milliliter. Mud samples placed under several centimeters of seawater in glass jars and kept in dim light in the laboratory underwent an ecological succession (3). Populations of magnetotactic organisms increased to hundreds of thousands of cells per milliliter in many such mud samples after several months to several years of storage. Magnetotactic bacteria were evenly distributed in surface layers of the stored muds even though the jars were positioned for long periods in the same geographic orientation. Apparently factors additional to magnetotaxis also determine the distribution of the organisms in natural environments, since larger populations of magnetotactic bacteria were not detected in the northern areas of a marsh as compared to other locations in the marsh.

The organisms have not yet been iso-
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lated and grown in pure culture. I obtained purified cell suspensions for electron microscopic examination by taking advantage of the cells' magnetotactic behavior. I placed drops of seawater in contact with the northern edge of drops of mud enrichment material on microscope slides. Organisms which rapidly migrated to the seawater drop were collected with micropipets and prepared for electron microscopy.

Magnetotactic cells were roughly spherical and averaged 1 μm in diameter (Fig. 2, A to C). Two bundles of flagella were observed at one side of the cell (Fig. 2, A and B). Each bundle consisted of approximately seven flagella which were inserted in a disk-shaped structure (Fig. 2B, arrows) similar to those present in *Ectothiorhodospira mobilis* (6). Two chains, each consisting of approximately five to ten electron-opaque crystal-like particles, characterized magnetotactic cells (Fig. 2, A to D). In chemically fixed, thin-sectioned magnetotactic bacteria, these chains of particles were found to be internal cell components (Fig. 2C, white arrowheads). The crystal-like particles may exist as relatively thin plates. Apparently variation in the electron opacity of these structures (Fig. 2, A and D) may be due either to variation in thickness or to electrical charging encountered when they were placed in the electron beam of the microscope. In addition to a typical gram-negative type of wall, cells possessed intracytoplasmic unit membranes arranged as vesicles about their periphery (Fig. 2C, black arrows). The crystal-like particles were often found within these membrane vesicles (Fig. 2D, arrow). The intravesicular location of the particles suggests that they may be synthesized by the membranes. Clumps of these particles, outside of cells, were also observed by transmission electron microscopy of sediments underlying older enrichments. These observations suggest that intracellular particles synthesized by the magnetotactic bacteria are released after death and lysis of cells, and accumulate in sediments. Mishustina (7) isolated similar particles from sediments of the Barents Sea but did not realize their probable origin or properties. The tendency of these particles to clump when outside of cells is consistent with the possibility that they may be a permanently magnetic substance such as magnetite.

Unstained whole cells and their crystal-like inclusions were subjected to energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis (8). An energy profile of x-rays collected after electron excitation of chains of the particles within a single cell appears in Fig. 3. Iron was the predominant detectable element within the particles. Elemental ratio analysis (8) of the signals obtained from each of several chains of particles indicated that the other elements detected were not present in a constant ratio to iron. These elements were also far less abundant than iron in the crystal-like particles found outside the cells. Thus, these elements were apparently not constituents of the novel cell inclusions and probably represent contamination from areas adjacent to the particles.

The relation between the chains of iron-rich particles and magnetotaxis is probably not coincidental. Recently, I observed in...
marsh muds a larger type or species of magnetotactic bacterium than that described. This organism measures 1.2 by 3.2 µm and differs from the aforementioned in a number of morphological details when viewed by phase contrast microscopy. Both types of magnetotactic bacteria contain chains of iron-rich particles. At least five morphologically distinct types of magnetotactic bacteria are recognizable in samples collected from marshes in the vicinity of Woods Hole. This raises the interesting possibility that several (perhaps previously unrecognized) species of bacteria may be among those organisms which can be separated from their environment by their magnetotactic responses.

Magnetotaxis could not result from a magnetic force tending to "pull" these bacteria northward since, in uniform magnetic fields such as those used to demonstrate cell responses to geomagnetism (5), a dipole would not translocate in any direction as a consequence of magnetism; it would merely rotate to a preferred orientation within the magnetic field. Cells suspended in seawater did not migrate when killed with vapors of osmium tetroxide. Those not stuck to glass surfaces rotated so as to remain aligned with an applied magnetic field when the direction of the field was changed. Thus, cell motility is required for magnetotaxis, and cell orientation is the primary response to magnetism. Freely suspended killed cells also frequently formed chains of up to ten cells. Each chain behaved as a single dipole in response to changes in the position of a nearby permanent magnet. Perhaps the iron-rich cell inclusions serve as magnetic dipoles which convey a magnetic moment upon the cell, thus orienting the cells in magnetic fields. Magnetotaxis would result if, within each cell, a fixed spatial relationship existed between the orienting mechanism and cell propulsion. Studies of the behavior of living and dead cells in uniform and nonuniform fields should contribute to an understanding of the magnetotactic mechanism. It may also be possible to detect a preferred orientation of cells or their flagella and their iron-rich inclusions in magnetic fields. Results of survival experiments indicate that these organisms are either microaerophiles or strict anaerobes. Because the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field has a greater magnitude than the horizontal in the locations where they have been found, magnetotaxis might serve to direct these organisms downward toward sediments and anaerobic areas favorable to their growth.
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Mass Measurement: A Study of Anomalies

Abstract. It has always been assumed that the measurement of the difference in mass between two objects would be the same in all laboratories. Recent National Bureau of Standards measurements involving dissimilar objects have shown that effective density ratios of the objects (between 2.7 to 16.6 grams per cubic centimeter) at a wide variety of pressures (0.5 to 2 atmospheres) have been made with sufficient precision to test this assumption. The results show unsuspected discrepancies which may approach 1 milligram in a kilogram in the assignment of mass values when dissimilar materials are involved. These discrepancies have not been noted in the past because precision comparisons of both like and unlike materials have nearly always been made in a relatively restricted range of environmental conditions. The worldwide mass measurement system is therefore consistent, because similar materials have been used in the construction of weight sets, but possibly offset with respect to the mass unit as embodied in the platinum-iridium defining artifact.

The unit of mass of the Système International d'Unités (SI) system of measurement units is defined by an artifact, the International Prototype Kilogram preserved at the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures near Paris. The transfer of a mass value from such a defining artifact to another cannot be done directly in a normal laboratory environment. The mass value assigned to another object must be inferred from the results of a comparison of the artifact and the "unknown" by means of a balance. The balance, in turn, is a force comparator, responding to both the gravitational force and the buoyant force of the atmosphere acting on the object or objects on the balance pan or pans. In a given location, the gravitational force acting on an object is a constant and proportional to the mass of the object. The buoyant force, however, is proportional to the displacement volume of the object and the density of the surrounding air. Although the buoyant force is not large with respect to the gravitational force, being only on the order of 0.015 percent for materials of normal density, it is large with respect to the precision of currently available balances. Commercial kilogram balances are available with standard deviations of a single weighing on the order of 0.03 mg, and research balances in national laboratories have standard deviations on the order of 0.005 mg. Careful attention must be given to the manner in which the buoyant force is accounted for if this precision is to be utilized in the transfer of the mass unit from one object to another.

In such a transfer the observed difference, as determined by the balance, is adjusted or corrected by the product of the computed air density, \( D \), at the time of the measurement and the difference in the previously measured displacement volumes, \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), of the objects being compared. In essence, the observed difference, \( Y \), is the difference between the resultant forces acting on the two objects (the gravitational force minus the buoyant force). To determine the gravitational force, one must add a correction of \( Y' \) to the difference \( D(V_1 - V_2) \) in buoyant force: that is, the value for the mass difference, \( M_2 - M_1 \), is given by

\[
M_2 - M_1 = Y + D(V_1 - V_2)
\]

One expects the mass difference for any given pair of objects to be constant regardless of location.
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